Announcement: Chairman retirement
Waterman 2015 and beyond
I am writing to inform you that after 21 years as Chairman of Waterman (Australia), I have
made the decision to retire this May 2015.
Over this time, Waterman has grown to become one of the leaders in the consulting
engineering industry in Australia and has worked on many large and prestigious projects
across a diverse range of industry sectors including commercial, health, retail, residential,
education, recreation and industrial.
Waterman has built a strong management structure and culture that strives for engineering
excellence in our projects, as well as providing a quality consulting service to our clients.
Waterman’s new senior management team in the Sydney office will comprise:
Richard Nicoliello
Director of Operations

Ben North
Managing Director
Ben has been with the company for 16
years and has been a Director for the
last 8 years. Ben has worked in the
Sydney, Brisbane and London offices.
He has been a significant influence
in the growth and success of our
business in the technology, education and buildings sectors and
has been a key factor in our successful delivery of some of the
state’s major facilities.

Richard has also been with the
company for 15 years and has been
a Director for the last 6 years in the
Sydney office, Richard has worked
on a number of major commissions
in the commercial, retail, education,
residential and commercial sectors. For a number of years
Richard has been responsible for the Electrical group within the
office and overall resource management.

Our Sydney office has recently relocated to new premises in the city at 31 Hunter Street to accommodate future expansion of our
team who look forward in welcoming you there when you next visit us.
Finally, I would like to express my thanks for your ongoing support of both Waterman and myself over many years and trust that you
will continue to provide the same support to Ben, Richard and the Waterman team in the future.
John North

Sydney key contacts:
Directors | Ben North (Managing Director), Richard Nicoliello (Director of Operations)
Associate Directors | Scott Brown (Mechanical),Terry Downs (Electrical), Radu Bliuc (Structural), David Tennent (Hydraulics/Fire),
Godfrey Frederick (Business Development)
Associates | Samuel Tong, Rob Lovely, Neil Muthukuda

Contact: Waterman, 31 Hunter Street, Sydney NSW 2000 t: +61 2 9411 9900

